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Abstra t

This paper argues that a ommon design paradigm
for systems is fundamentally awed, resulting in unstable, unpredi table behavior as the omplexity of the system grows. In this awed paradigm, designers arefully
attempt to predi t the operating environment and failure modes of the system in order to design its basi operational me hanisms. However, as a system grows in
omplexity, the di use oupling between the omponents
in the system inevitably leads to the butter y e e t, in
whi h small perturbations an result in large hanges in
behavior. We explore this in the ontext of distributed
data stru tures, a s alable, luster-based storage server.
We then onsider a number of design te hniques that
help a system to be robust in the fa e of the unexpe ted,
in luding overprovisioning, admission ontrol, introspe tion, adaptivity through losed ontrol loops. Ultimately,
however, all omplex systems eventually must ontend
with the unpredi table. Be ause of this, we believe systems should be designed to ope with failure gra efully.

1 Introdu tion
As the world grows more dependent on omplex omputing systems (su h as s alable web sites,
or even the Internet itself), it has be ome in reasingly evident that these systems an exhibit unpredi table behavior when fa ed with unexpe ted perturbations to their operating environment. Su h
perturbations an be small and inno uous, but due
to latent aws in the design of the system ombined
with widespread oupling between its omponents,
the e e ts of small perturbations may be large and
destru tive, possibly rendering the system inoperative.
For example, in [5℄, Floyd and Ja obson demonstrated that periodi signals (su h as router broadasts) in the Internet tend to be ome abruptly synhronized, leading to patterns of loss and delays. As
another example, in [4℄, Drus hel and Banga demonstrate that with web servers running on traditional
interrupt-driven operating systems, a slight in rease
in load beyond the apa ity of the server an drive
the server into a persistent state of livelo k, drastially redu ing its e e tive throughput. As a third

example, in [1℄, Arpa i-Dusseau et al. demonstrate that with onventional software ar hite tures,
the di eren e in performan e resulting from pla ing
data on the inner tra ks vs. outer tra ks of a single disk an a e t the global throughput of an eight
node luster of workstations by up to 50%.
By their very nature, large systems operate
through the omplex intera tion of many omponents. This intera tion leads to a pervasive oupling
of the elements of the system; this oupling may be
strong (e.g., pa kets sent between adja ent routers
in a network) or subtle (e.g., syn hronization of routing advertisements a ross a wide area network). A
well-known impli ation of oupling in omplex systems is the butter y e e t [12℄: a small perturbation
to the system an result in global hange.
1.1

Avoiding Fragility

A ommon goal that designers of omplex systems strive for is robustness. Robustness is the
ability of a system to ontinue to operate orre tly
a ross a wide range of operational onditions, and
to fail gra efully outside of that range. In this paper, we argue against a seemingly ommon design
paradigm that attempts to a hieve robustness by
predi ting the onditions in whi h a system will operate, and then arefully ar hite ting the system to
operate well in those (and only those) onditions.
We laim that this design te hnique is akin to preognition: attempting to gain knowledge of something in advan e of its a tual o urren e.
As argued above, it is ex eedingly diÆ ulty to
ompletely understand all of the intera tions in a
omplex system a priori. It is also e e tively impossible to predi t all of the perturbations that a system
will experien e as a result of hanges in environmental onditions, su h as hardware failures, load
bursts, or the introdu tion of misbehaving software.
Given this, we believe that any system that
attempts to gain robustness solely through
pre ognition is prone to fragility.

In the rest of this paper, we expore aspe ts of
this hypothesis by presenting our experien es from
building a large, omplex luster-based storage sys-

2 DDS: A Case Study
In [7℄, we presented the design and implementation of a s alable, luster-based storage system
alled a distributed data stru ture (DDS). A DDS
is a high- apa ity, high-throughput virtual hash table that is partitioned and repli ated a ross many
individual storage nodes alled bri ks. DDS lients
(typi ally Internet servi es su h as web servers) invoke operations on it through a library that a ts as
a two-phase ommit oordinator a ross repli as affe ted by the operation. These two-phase ommits
are used to a hieve atomi ity of all operations and
one- opy equivalen e a ross the entire luster.
The design philosophy we used while building
the DDS was to hoose a arefully sele ted set of
reasonable operational assumptions, and then to
build a suite of me hanisms and an ar hite ture
that would perform robustly, s alably, and eÆ iently
given our assumptions. Our design strategy was
essentially predi tive: based on extensive experien e with su h systems, we attempted to reason
about the behavior of the software omponents, algorithms, proto ols, and hardware elements of the
system, as well as the workloads it would re eive.
Within the s ope of our assumptions, the DDS
design proved to be very su essful. We were able
to s ale the number of nodes in the system a ross
two orders of magnitude, and we observed a orresponding linear s aling in performan e. We also
demonstrated fault-toleran e by deliberately indu ing faults in the system and showing that the storage remained available and onsistent. However, as
we operated the system over several months, we observed several very unexpe ted performan e and behavioral anomalies. In all ases, the anomalies arose
be ause of an unforeseen perturbation to the system
that resulted in the violation of one of our operating
assumptions; the onsequen es of these violations
were sometimes severe.
2.1

Garbage Colle tion Thrashing and
Bounded Syn hrony

Various pie es in the DDS relied on timeouts to
dete t the failure of remote omponents. For exam-
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Figure 1:
this
graph depi ts the (parametri ) urve of laten y and
throughput as a fun tion of load. As load in reases, so
does throughput and laten y, until the system rea hes
a saturation point. Beyond this, additional load results
in GC thrashing, and a de rease in throughput with a
ontinued laten y in rease. After saturating, the system
falls into a hole out of whi h it must \ limb".
Performan e with GC thrashing:

ple, the two-phase ommit oordinators used timeouts to identify the deaths of subordinates. Be ause
of the low-laten y (10-100 s), redundant network
in the luster, we hose to set our timeout values
to several se onds, whi h is four orders of magnitude higher than the ommon ase round trip time
of messages in the system. We then assumed that
omponents that didn't respond within this timeout
had failed: we assumed bounded syn hrony.
The DDS was implemented in Java, and therefore made use of garbage olle tion. The garbage
olle tor in our JVM was generational; as a result,
as more a tive obje ts were resident in the JVM
heap, the duration that the garbage olle tor would
run in order to re laim a xed amount of memory
would in rease. If the DDS were operating near saturation, slight (random) u tuations in the load reeived by bri ks in the system would in rease the
pressure on their garbage olle tor, ausing the effe tive throughput of these bri ks to drop. Be ause
the o ered load to the system is independent of this
e e t, this would ause the degraded bri ks to \fall
behind" relative to its peers, leading to more a tive
obje ts in its heap and a further degradation in performan e. This atastrophe leads to a performan e
response of the system as shown in Figure 1.
On e the system was pushed past saturation,
the atastrophe would ause the a e ted node to
slow down until its laten y ex eeded the timeouts in
the system. Thus, the presen e of garbage olle tion
would ause the system to violate the assumption
of bounded syn hrony as it approa hed and then
ex eeded saturation.
2.2

Slow Leaks and Correlated Failure

We used repli ation in the DDS to gain faulttoleran e: by repli ating data in more than one lo ation, we gained the ability to survive the faults of individual omponents. We further assumed that fail-

ures would be independent,

and therefore the probability that multiple repli as would simultaneously
fail is vanishingly small.
For the most part, this assumption was valid.
We only en ountered two instan es of orrelated failure in our DDS. The rst was due to blatant, naive
bugs that would ause bri ks to rash; these were
qui kly xed. However, the se ond was mu h more
subtle. Our bri ks had a latent ra e ondition in
their two-phase ommit handling ode that didn't
a e t orre tness, but whi h had the side-e e t of a
ausing a memory leak. Under full load, the rareness
of this ra e ondition aused memory to leak at the
rate of about 10KB/minute. We on gured ea h
bri k's JVM to limit its heap size to 50MB. Given
this leak rate, the bri ks' heaps would ll after approximately 3 days.
Whenever we laun hed our system, we would
tend to laun h all bri ks at the same time. Given
roughly balan ed load a ross the system, all bri ks
therefore would run out of heap spa e at nearly the
same time, several days after they were laun hed.
We also spe ulated that our automati failover
me hanisms exa erbated this situation by in reasing
the load on a repli a after a peer had failed, in rease
the rate at whi h the repli a leaked memory.
We did in fa t observe this orrelated failure in
pra ti e: until we isolated and repaired the ra e ondition, our bri ks would fail predi tably within 10-20
minutes of ea h other. The uniformity of the workload presented to the bri ks was itself the sour e
of oupling between them; this oupling, when ombined with a slow memory leak, lead to the violation
of our assumption of independent failures, whi h in
turn aused our system to experien e unavailability
and partial data loss.
2.3

Un he ked Code Dependen ies and
Fail-Stop

As mentioned above, we used timers in order to
dete t failures in our system. If a timer expired, we
assumed that the orresponding entity in the system had rashed; therefore, in addition to assuming
bounded syn hrony, we also assumed nodes would
behave in a fail-stop manner (i.e., a node that failed
to respond to one message would never again respond to any message).
To gain high performan e from our system given
the highly on urrent workload, we implemented
our bri ks using an event-driven ar hite ture: the
ode was stru tured as a single thread exe uting in
an event loop. To ensure the liveness of the system, we strove to ensure that all long-laten y operations (su h as disk I/O) were performed asynhronously. Unfortunately, we failed to noti e that
portions of our ode that implemented a network

session layer made use of blo king (syn hronous)
so ket onne t() routines in the Java lass library.
This session layer was built to attempt to automati ally reinstantiate a network onne tion if it
was broken. The main event-handling thread therefore ould be surreptitiously borrowed by the session
layer to forge transport onne tions.
On several o asions, we noti ed that some of
our bri ks would seize inexpli ably for a multiple of
15 minutes (i.e., 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 45 minutes,
...), and then resume exe ution, egregiously violating our fail-stop assumption. After mu h investigation, we tra ed this problem down to a oworker
that was attempting to onne t a ma hine that was
behind a rewall to the luster. The rewall was
silently dropping in oming TCP syn pa kets, ausing session layers to blo k inside the onne t()
routine for 15 minutes for ea h onne tion attempt
made to that ma hine.
While this error was the due to our own failure to verify the behavior of ode we were using, it
serves to demonstrate that the low-level intera tion
between independently built omponents an have
profound impli ations on the overall behavior of the
system. A very subtle hange in behavior (a single
node dropping in oming SYN pa kets) resulted in
the violation of our fail-stop assumption a ross the
entire luster, whi h eventually lead to the orruption of data in our system.

3 Towards Robust Complex Systems
The examples in the previous se tion served to
illustrate a ommon theme: small hanges to a omplex, oupled system an result in large, unexpe ted
hanges in behavior, possibly taking the system outside of its designers' expe ted operating regime. In
this se tion, we outline a number of design strategies
that help to make systems more robust in the fa e of
the unexpe ted. We believe that an important fo us
for future systems resear h is building systems that
an adapt to unpredi tably hanging environments,
and that these strategies are a useful starting point
for su h investigation.
Systemati overprovisioning: as exempli ed
in Se tion 2.1, systems tend to be ome less stable when operating near or beyond the threshold of
load saturation. As a system approa hes this riti al
threshold, there is less \sla k" in the system to make
up for unexpe ted behavior: as a result, the system
be omes far less forgiving (i.e., fragile). A simple
te hnique to avoid this is to deliberately and systemati ally overprovision the system; by doing so,
the system is ensured to operate in a more forgiving
regime (Figure 2).
Overprovisioning doesn't ome for free; an overprovisioned system is underutilizing its resour es,
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by overprovisioning relative to the expe ted load, the system has
sla k: it an withstand unexpe ted bursts of load without falling into the \hole" asso iated with operating beyond saturation.

Figure 2:

An overprovisioned system:

and it is tempting to exploit this underutilization
instead of adding more resour es as the load on the
system grows. In fa t, it is only when the system
nears saturation that many well-studied problems
(su h as load balan ing) be ome interesting. However, we believe it is usually better to have a wellbehaved, overprovisioned system than a poorly behaved, fully utilized one, espe ially given that omputing resour es are typi ally inexpensive relative to
the ost of human designers.
However, overprovisioning ontains the impli it
assumption that the designers an a urately predi t the expe ted operating regime of the system.
As we've argued in Se tion 1.1, this assumption is
often false, and it an lead to unexpe ted fragility.
Use admission ontrol: given that systems
tend to be ome unstable as they saturate, a useful
te hnique is to use admission ontrol to reje t load
as the system approa hes the saturation point. Of
ourse, to do this requires that the saturation point
is identi able; for large systems, the number of variables that ontribute to the saturation point may be
large, and thus stati ally identifying the saturation
point may be diÆ ult. Admission ontrol often an
be added to a system as an \orthogonal" or independent omponent. For example, high throughput
web farms typi ally use layer 5 swit hes for both
load balan ing and admission ontrol.
To reje t load still requires resour es from the
system; ea h in oming task or request must be
turned ba k, and the a t of turning it ba k onsumes
resour es. Thus, we view systems that perform admission ontrol as having two lasses of servi e: normal servi e, in whi h tasks are pro essed, and an
extremely lightweight servi e, in whi h tasks are reje ted. It is important to realize that the lightweight
servi e has a response urve similar to that shown
in Figure 1: a servi e, even if it is performing admission ontrol, an saturate and then ollapse. This
e e t is alled livelo k, and it is des ribed in [4℄.
Admission ontrol simply gives a system the ability
to swit h between two response urves, one for ea h

lass of servi e.

Build introspe tion into the system: an
introspe tive system is one in whi h the ability to
monitor the system is designed in from the beginning. As argued in [2℄, by building measurement infrastru ture into a system, designers are mu h more
readily able to monitor, diagnose, and adapt to aberrant behavior than in a bla k-box system. While
this may seem obvious, onsider the fa t that the
Internet and many of its proto ols and me hanisms
do not in lude the ability to introspe t. As a result, resear hers have often found it ne essary to
subvert features of existing proto ols [13, 9℄, or to
devise unning me hanisms to dedu e properties of
network [11℄. We believe that introspe tion is a ne essary property of a system for it to be both managable and for its designers and operators to be able
to help it adapt to a hanging environment.
Introdu e adaptivity by losing the ontrol loop: the usual way for systems to evolve over

time is for their designers and operators to measure
its urrent behavior, and then to orrespondingly
adapt its design. This is essentially a ontrol loop,
in whi h the human designers and operators form
the ontrol logi . This loop operates on a very long
times ale; it an take days, weeks, or longer for humans to adapt a omplex system.
However, an interesting lass of systems are
those whi h in lude internal ontrol loops. These
systems in orporate the results of introspe tion,
and attempt to adapt ontrol variables dynami ally
to keep the system operating in a stable or wellperforming regime. This notion of adaptation is important even if a system employs admission ontrol
or overprovisioning, be ause internal as well as external perturbations an a e t the system. For example, modern disks o asionally perform thermal
re alibration, vastly a e ting their performan e; if
a system doesn't adapt to this, transient periods of
poor performan e or even instability may result.
Closed ontrol loops for adaptation have been
exploited in many systems, in luding TCP ongestion ontrol, online adaptation of query plans in
databases [10, 8℄, or adaptive operating systems
that tuning their poli ies or run-time parameters to
improve performan e [14℄. All su h systems have
the property that the omponent performing the
adaptation is able to hypothesize somewhat preisely about the e e ts of the adaptation; without
this ability, the system would be \operating in the
dark", and likely wouuld be ome unpredi table. A
new, interesting approa h to hypothesizing about
the e e ts of adaptation is to use statisti al ma hine
learning; given this, a system an experiment with
hanges in order to build up a model of their e e ts.
Plan for failure: even if a system employs all

of the above strategies, as it grows suÆ iently omplex, unexpe ted perturbations and failure modes
inevitably will emerge. Complex systems must
expe t failure and plan for it a ordingly.
Planning for failure might imply many things:
systems may attempt to minimize the damage
aused by the failure by using robust abstra tions
su h as transa tions [6℄, or the system may be onstru ted so that losses are a eptable to its users
(as is the ase with the web). Systems may attempt
to minimize the amount of time in whi h they are
in a failure state, for example by he kpointing the
system in known good states to allow for rapid reovery. In addition, systems may be organized as
several weakly oupled ompartments, in the hope
that failures will be ontained within a single ompartment. Alternatively, systems may stave o failure by proa tively \s rubbing" their internal state
to prevent it from a umulating in onsisten ies [3℄.

4 Summary
In this paper, we have argued that a ommon
design paradigm for omplex systems ( areful design
based on a predi tion of the operating environment,
load, and failures that the system will experien e)
is fundamentally fragile. This fragility arises beause the di use oupling of omponents within a
omplex systems makes them prone to ompletely
unpredi table behavior in the fa e of small perturbations. Instead, we argue that a di erent design
paradigm needs to emerge if we want to prevent
the ever-in reasing omplexity of our systems from
ausing them to be ome more and more unstable.
This di erent design paradigm is one in whi h systems are given the best possible han e of stable
behavior (through te hniques su h as overprovisioning, admission ontrol, and introspe tion), as well
as the ability to adapt to unexpe ted situations (by
treating introspe tion as feedba k to a losed ontrol loop). Ultimately, systems must be designed
to handle failures gra efully, as omplexity seems to
lead to an inevitable unpredi tability.
In the future, we hope to explore the ri h design
spa e asso iated with robust, omplex systems. Our
plans in lude evaluating and extending the te hniques identi ed in this paper in the ontext of adaptive, wide-area information delivery systems, su h as
a hing hierar hies, ontent distribution networks,
and peer-to-peer ontent sharing systems.
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